WSBS Diving Team

Application for underwater sample collection

Please collect:

1. Indicate species _______________________________________________________
2. Desirable number of species ___________________________________________
3. Collect by date* _______________________________________________________
4. Your contact details (when and where we can find you) ___________________

* please write your application several days in advance — lots of force majeure factors may prevent divers to get you the samples immediately.

Submitting the application:
- hand it to the chief of the Diving Team
- leave it in Lab # 21
- attach it to the door of the diving station.

Collecting your order
Important - divers usually dive in high/low tide, when currents are weak and it is easy to work. Please, ask divers when they are going to collect your samples, do not disappear at that time, and collect your species live and fresh to put them in an aquarium or to your lab. Say «thank you» — it is cold underwater!
All animals, not collected during 24 hours after the capture, will be released back. Repeated application will not be accepted.